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I do not have any current or help the, curse the networking.  

   

   

On the edge of the Munich security conference this one entered Eugene Kaspersky of the business 

paper FTD Russian founders and head of the laboratory of the same name (IT safety enterprise) 

interview.  

Since this interview examines essential aspects of the information security and only few experts have 

read this article, he is presented here in original form with an appended analysis.  

From this interview single passages of the cybernetic war (Cyberwar) are treated .. Some thus 

coherent aspects will then be analysed also illuminatedly these parts.  

 

Interview: The industrial countries sink with her networking, her own grave the founder and boss of 

the Russian IT safety enterprise Kaspersky thinks.  

 

Analysis: The cybernetic room (cyberspace) is, just based a very interesting observation on this 

networking with his cybernetic units (physical hard, soft, and firmware) anyway. This just forms the 

basis for the development of this new universe.  

For the components connected to this system she represents, however, blessing and curse similarly. 

The possibilities are weekday for many areas of the daily life today and are found blessing.  

 

Just also for the industrial countries it is a blessing and curse at the same time. A blessing offering this 

one to itself for the various possibilities. A curse for the various possibilities which offer themselves 

others. And under the point of view of the information security without which this system would not 

work it represents a permanent nightmare. Because the danger of the unchecked use permanently 

increases. Which danger potential has accumulated within the years, is subject to the strictest 

secrecy. Test balloons only reconcile " (Stuxnet, DuQu etc., " penetrate into the public.  

 

This has event, it however only a short residence time in our brain. we are into fast-moving forgotten 

the time, very fast, . a number of specialist experts also minimizes this danger potential.  

 

For this reason her own grave is " the sentence the industrial countries sink with her networking ".  

a reminder and warning, at the same time.  



 

Why does the "networking" contain such a danger potential?  

 

We look at the communication of the German economy to this. Without this communication we 

would not have climbed in Germany to the export world champion. Because this German economy is 

integrated strongly into a network within Germany. Integrated into a network strongly the 

information and communication system are understood how under.  

   

This networking does only not refer to the German economy but on all areas and finance economy, 

health service, but also the energy generation and energy distribution also how, transport and 

logistics. But also the networking to associations and to the government.  

 

Since we have to do it with a global world economy today, however, the networking does not only 

restrict herself to Germany. The communication which is carried out by the technical networking 

represents the veins for the conveyance of the information, the blood.  

 

Considering this starting-point the meaning of the "networking" gets clear.  

 

An attack has which consequences for the society and economy. We can imagine possible damages 

only with difficulty. This gets very complex considering the global character of the networking and 

himself the damages can intensify.  

 

One gains the impression as long as nothing happens carry on we that way in this place, it happen, do 

not know what happens we because if!  

 

In this place the question is, permitted the German can, then and live world economy without this 

networking?  

Short answer: No.  

The networking is essential.  

So the question arises, how furthermore the networking can be realized and simultaneous to 

minimise the endangering potential. In a number of application cases a minimization does not 

suffice.  

The endangering potential arises from the fact that every participant of the cybernetic room can 

endanger all other participants. The endangering potential for many participants is very different. For 

many areas of the economy, research, finances, energy, etc. this is highly sensitive.  

However, this yields only at a damage forecast.  

Which measures are required to the protection from these dangers?  

 

This is addressed to politics, economy and armed forces as a matter of priority similarly. Because 

individual solutions from politics and economy do not lead to the success. ... and the politics, if I do 

not know any more, I found a study group, I found still then a study group and so on if this one does 



not further know either, ..., and so away.  

 

Thinking has this aspect of the loss of the communication to be taken, in ours " what happens yes, if 

".  

 

We are still far away on the reply to this question and prior-ranking the solution.  

 

 

 

What does happen a first question, therefore "? if a cybernetic attack on the energy begetters and 

the energy distributors is carried out "?  

A simple answer I then have power cut and sits in the dark and more goes nothing.  

The following events change our life.  

My flat gets cold.  

My refrigerator gets warm.  

My television set does not work.  

My mobile telephone or Smartphone is quiet.  

Only cold water comes from the "wall" provided that what comes still at all.  

It is all darkness.  

Is out, from time to time the streetlamps the headlights come on open, the car only waits you rest 

soon, too, too. If you do not get any gas at the filling station although the tanks are full. The gas 

station attendant takes only cash, his noncash terminal is silent.  

It is quiet in the flat, the street, the town.  

From time to time one sees another aeroplane flying, the pilot flies from the view. Because nothing 

more already hears from the air traffic controllers. He thinks of the blind landing with a rotten feeling 

with 352 passengers on board. His view goes to the left from the window. Actually should be a sea of 

light there, but one sees nothing more. Apart from some fireflies which move on the earth.  

When he saw this darkness he came a thought. No-one has remained above yet!  

There where the industry works were where the lights were always on, also there it is dark. As if 

nothing at all were there. One only sees some dark shadows of the buildings.  

Otherwise one could say the lake quietly rests there.  

Over treetops is be quiet as one of our tall thinkers described it, or what.  

But the life goes on. He slowly felt a hunger. He reflected the last barbecue. Therefore he decided to 

warm his meal from the Neanderthal on the fire like the old himself. He filled put into the primeval 

times.  



He was experiencing very close, the fall of the highly industrial society in the beginnings of the 

hominisation now.  

But the hardship was not at the end yet with that.  

His purse showed an emptiness. Actually had need he to go only around the corner to the cash 

dispenser. This one does not go yes, however either.  

   

Terrible times came. No-one could how long they would last tell him.  

If it has not died of this event, he lives certainly today.  

He will not forget the fright from the "curse of the networking" for his life.  
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